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You can easy assembly and use for any games and

scales, you can easy paint and customized as desired.

 

Buildings were designed and tested by us.

 

We promise will fit to the games you are playing right

now and possibly the ones you will be playing in the

future.

 

The buildings have removable roofs, they are easy to

assembly, and after gluing by appropriate painting you

can adapt them to any games according to your needs.

 

Desert City 
it's Set of urban desert

buildings from 3mm MDF

 in 15mm, 20mm and 28mm scale. 



large two-story building x 1

medium two-story buildings x 2

medium single story building x 3

small one-story building x 4

fences / walls - 10 x straight element and 4

x corner element

stairs and layers

Here's what you'll find 

in Desert City set



universality - buildings are suitable for many

games - from fantasy, through historical and

modern, to science fiction and post-

apocalyptic

timeless - buildings will suit the games you

are playing as well as those you will be

playing in the future

Removable roofs allow buildings to be used in

a variety of scenarios

buildings perfectly match our desert terrain,

such as dunes or a palm forest

buildings are easy to assemble and paint

benefits



aseembly guide
 

 small one-story building >>>

<<< medium one-story building

medium TWO-story building >>>

<<< LARGE TWO-story building
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<<< medium two-story building
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<<< LARGE  two-story building
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 LARGE  two-story building
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LARGE  two-story building
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<<< stairs
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DESERT 

CITY
15mm scale



DESERT 

CITY
20mm scale



DESERT 

CITY
28mm scale



Hand-made landscape

scenery for wargaming

including bestsellers like

Forest Set and Universal

Basic Set
WWW.TERRAINS4GAMES.COM

New brand! Custom made

scenery and commission orders

with webstore under

construction

MDF terrain for many years was

one of category in our webstore -

now is becoming new brand and

webstore only with unpainted

buildings and ruins in 15mm,

20mm and 28mm scale
WWW.MDF-TERRAIN.COM


